Inspired by the actual trend of empowering traditional Web search methodologies by means of novel computational paradigms, in this paper we propose and experimentally assess WebClustCube, a novel system that allows OLAP-enabled Web search of complex objects, thus adding new value to the potentialities of current Web search paradigms. In particular, WebClustCube supports the building and the interactive manipulation of OLAP-enabled Web views over complex objects extracted from distributed databases. The data management, OLAP-like support of WebClustCube is provided by ClustCube, a state-of-the-art framework for coupling OLAP methodologies and clustering algorithms with the goal of analyzing and mining of complex database objects. A case study that clearly shows the potentialities of WebClustCube in the context of next-generation Web search environments is provided. We complement of analytical contribution by means of an experimental assessment and analysis of WebClustCube according to several metric perspectives.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of empowering traditional Web search methodologies by means of novel computational paradigms, such as multigranularity [10] , correlation analysis [17] and federated approaches [9] , is gaining momentum, mainly driven by emerging technologies like tag-based search (e.g., [15] ) and social-networks-based search (e.g., [16] ), and so forth. Inspired by this actual trend, we argue that well-understood multidimensional data analysis and mining paradigms, in particular OLAP [12] analysis, may represent a real "add-in value" for Web search methodologies. In fact, it is easy to understand how many classical search problems are intrinsically multidimensional in nature, i.e. driven by multiple variables (i.e. dimensional attributes [12] ) that need to be managed simultaneously. This is not actually supported by standard keyword-based search methods, as the latter mainly use iterative approaches that incrementally refine the actual search results. The target of advanced Web search methodologies are the so-called complex objects that are built on top of tuple-shaped data stored in distributed databases that aliment data-intensive sites over the Web.
In order to better appreciate the potentialities of multidimensionalparadigm-based Web search methodologies over the classical monodimensional approaches supported by conventional keyword-based search methodologies, consider the running example depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . Here, Alice and Bob are executing Web search with topic car, being interested in analyzing car sales in a specific geographic area across time. The underlying data model is of multidimensional kind, and it is characterized by the following dimensional attributes: CarBrand, CarType, CarDisplacement, CarDoorNum, VendorState, VendorCity, VendorLocation, CustomerState, CustomerCity, CustomerLocation, SaleYear, SalePrice, LoanType, AssuranceType. The measure is Sale. In particular, Alice (see Figure 1 -here, dimensional attributes are shown by symbols, e.g. Att0 ≡ CarBrand, Att1 ≡ CarType, and so forth) is searching the Web according to the multidimensional search paradigm we introduce in our research, while Bob (see Figure 2 here, dimensional attributes are shown by symbols, e.g. Att0 ≡ CarBrand, Att1 ≡ CarType, and so forth) is doing the same task via the classical mono-dimensional search paradigm. As shown in Figure  1 , Alice is allowed to retrieve results from the target search space by aggregating complex objects according to the 14 dimensions simultaneously, whereas, as illustrated in Figure 2 , Bob can access results by progressively refining the search space via iteratively applying keyword-based search task (one for each dimension, ideally), hence resulting in a much-less effective and efficient process. In addition to this, results retrieved by Bob can also be incomplete (e.g., ) due to the fact that each single space restriction step, which is not performed per multiple dimensions simultaneously, may incur in the risk of discarding relevant objects that do not match the membership to all the dimensions of the underlying multidimensional data model (e.g., [35] In order to assess WebClustCube, we provide an experimental assessment and analysis of its performance on top of a corporate distributed database, according to several metric perspectives. Results clearly and undoubtedly confirm the benefits deriving from out proposed system in supporting OLAP-enabled Web search of complex objects. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of ClustCube, by highlighting benefits deriving from such framework. Section 3 contains an overview of state-of-the-art proposal that constitute the knowledge background of our research. In Section 4, we provide principles, models and implementation of the WebClustCube system, along with a case study that clearly shows its potentialities in the context of next-generation Web search environments. Section 5 contains an experimental assessment and analysis of the system, on top of a corporate distributed database. Finally, in Section 6 we derive conclusions and outline future work of our research. This paper is an extended version of the short paper [31] , where we basically introduced the general idea of supporting OLAPenabled Web search of complex objects. In this paper, we provide significantly novel contribution on the architecture and functionalities of WebClustCube and the experimental assessment and analysis of the system. Figure 3 shows the "big picture" of the research we propose in [8] , i.e. the ClustCube overview. Basically, ClustCube defines a multiplelayer reference architecture that encompasses the following wellseparated layers: (i) Distributed DataBase Layer (DDBL), where the target distributed database from which complex objects are extracted is located; (ii) Complex Object Definition Layer (CODL), which supports primitives and functionalities for building and managing complex objects extracted from the DDBL layer; (iii) the Object Layer (OL), where complex objects are located, along with a suitable object schema; (iv) the ClusterCube Definition and Management Layer (CCDML), which supports primitives and functionalities for defining and managing ClustCube cubes; (v) the ClusterCube Layer (CCL), which stores the final ClustCube cube. 
THE CLUSTCUBE APPROACH

Complex Object Definition and Management
From the DDBL layer of the ClustCube framework (see Figure 3) , the CODL layer meaningfully extracts complex database objects used to populate the OL layer via a set of Complex Object Definition Queries (CODQ), denoted by = { 0 , 1 , … , | |−1 }, which are conceptually located at the CODL layer and defined by the administrator editing the whole analysis/mining process, on the basis of her/his analysis/mining tasks. CODQ queries in QSCODL are combined by the CODL layer into a singleton global CODQ query, denoted by QCODL, which involves in a singleton class/object-schema, denoted by OSCODL, to which the set of object instances, denoted by OICODL, adhere. Both OSCODL and OICODL are located at the OL layer. QCODL can be simply obtained from CODQ queries in QSCODL according to several straightforward alternatives, such as union, i.e.
, but, without any loss of generality, in the ClustCube framework the administrator is allowed to edit global CODQ queries QCODL of arbitrary nature, even based on complex user-defined SQL expressions.
The Fundamental Multidimensional Data Model
As shown in [8] , given a ClustCube cube C characterized by the set of dimensions D = {d0, d1, …, dN-1}, such that N = |OSCODL|, being dimensions in D corresponding to features in the set of fields of the class OSCODL, denoted by F(OSCODL), each ClustCube cube cell [8] , in the ClustCube framework, A models any arbitrary core clustering algorithm to be used to obtain the clustered complex objects at the leaf level cuboid. This means that the algorithm itself is orthogonal to the framework. In particular, in the research experience [8] , the following well-known clustering algorithms have been exploited: BIRCH [32] , CLARANS [33] and DBSCAN [34] . Briefly, recall that these algorithms adhere to different-in-nature clustering approaches: BIRCH is a hierarchical clustering algorithm, CLARANS a partition-based clustering algorithm, and DBSCAN a density-based clustering algorithm. In other words, while in traditional OLAP data cubes [12] the multidimensional boundaries of data cube cells along dimensions are determined by the input OLAP aggregation scheme, in ClustCube cubes multidimensional boundaries of ClustCube cube cells along dimensions are the result of the clustering process itself.
One of the most relevant contribution of the research we propose in [8] consists in equipping the final ClustCube cube generated by the CCDML layer (see Figure 3 ) with the canonical cuboid lattice [12] . In traditional OLAP, given an N-dimensional data cube C having D = {d0, d1, …, dN-1} as dimension set, the cuboid lattice associated to C, denoted by L, is a hierarchical structure composed by 2 N -1 cuboids, denoted by Ci, i.e. data (sub-)cubes that aggregate original relational data according to arbitrary combinations of dimensions in D, each one at different cardinality. In other words, an n-dimensional cuboid Ci of a data cube C represents a particular n-dimensional view of C, such that 0 ≤ n ≤ N. For n = N, the base cuboid is defined, which corresponds to the original data cube C. Cuboids of a certain cuboid lattice L are naturally ordered by means of the precedence relation ≺, such that, for each pair of cuboids Ci and Cj in L, Ci ≺ Cj holds iff Di ⊂ Dj, such that Di denotes the set of dimensions of Ci and Dj denotes the set of dimensions of Cj, respectively. This finally determines a cuboid hierarchy, denoted by H(L).
How to Compute a ClustCube Data Cube?
Similarly to conventional OLAP data cube computation axioms, computing the cuboid lattice for a ClustCube cube can be extremely resource-consuming [8] . In order to face-off this drawback, in [8] we propose a collection of algorithms that meaningfully exploit the structured nature of complex database objects within cuboids and the distributive nature of clustering across hierarchical domains, like those defined by conventional OLAP schemas. In the ClustCube framework [8] , we fully take advantages from this nice amenity that becomes the key property that allows us to significantly reduce computational needs due to compute ClustCube cube cuboid lattices. In fact, thanks to this amenity, we do not need to compute cuboids from the scratch but any cuboid Cj at level l of L, such that 2 ≤ l ≤ N, can be obtained from the cuboids at level l = 1, denoted by {C0, C1, …, CN-1}, simply by simultaneously distributing objects in Ci with respect to the features {D0, D1, …, DN-1} of {C0, C1, …, CN-1}, respectively [8] .
As a major result of the research proposed in [8] , ClustCube framework comprises several kinds of techniques for efficiently building the ClustCube cube C plus its cuboid lattice L (each one codified by a respective ClustCube cube building algorithm), which differ with respect to two orthogonal strategies, namely: (i) materialization strategy and (ii) building strategy. Materialization strategies specify which cuboids, among the 2 N -1 cuboids of L, must be materialized, i.e. computed and stored (in secondary memory). On the other hand, building strategies specify how cuboids are computed actually.
With respect to the materialization strategy, the following two alternatives are introduced in the ClustCube framework: (i) full, denoted by FUL, according to which all cuboids of L are materialized; (ii) partial, denoted by PAR, according to which a sub-set of the 2 N -1 cuboids of L is materialized. In particular, for what regards partial materialization approaches, in [8] we introduce so-called complete traversal paths over cuboid lattices, denoted by T, as yet-another powerful mining capability of the ClustCube framework. Specifically, this interesting mining capability is inspired from [8] , which focuses on the problem of computing iceberg cubes efficiently. Traversal path model is consistent for both traditional OLAP and actual ClustCube data cubes. Given an N-dimensional data cube C with cuboid lattice L having N + 1 levels, a complete traversal path T over L is defined in terms of a list of cuboids Ci in L of kind: [12]  in the OLAP schema of C (i.e., C0  ); (vi) C|T|-1 in T corresponds to the base cuboid (i.e., the cube) C (i.e., C|T|-1  C). ClustCube framework supports both regular, i.e. the ones defined before, and irregular traversal paths, i.e. traversal path such that there exists at least one cuboid Ci that precedes more than one cudoid in the cuboid hierarchy
As regards the building strategy, ClustCube framework exposes the following two different approaches: (i) baseline, denoted by BAS, according to which, for each cuboid Ci in L, clusters are re-computed from the scratch (i.e., directly from input objects in OICODL); (ii) drilldown, denoted by DRI, according to which cuboids at level l of L are computed from cuboids at level l = 1 of L by means of a meaningfully distributive method. Since materialization strategies and building strategies are orthogonal, four techniques for computing the target ClustCube cube are finally obtained in terms of combinations of both materialization and building strategies, namely: ⟨FUL,BAS⟩, ⟨FUL,DRI⟩, ⟨PAR,BAS⟩, ⟨PAR,DRI⟩ [8] .
Some ClustCube Application Scenarios
Application scenarios where the ClustCube framework may turn to be extremely useful identify a wide family, ranging from complex recommendation systems (e.g., [5] ) to complex mobile frameworks (e.g., [6] ).
RELATED WORK
The idea we propose in this paper keeps a high level of research innovation. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, in literature there not exist other approaches that, like us, pursue the idea of integrating multidimensional and OLAP analysis paradigms into Web search engines. This gives a further light to the quality of our proposal.
On the other hand, some research efforts mention the idea of combining search with OLAP paradigms, perhaps in different but related scientific area such as social networks, social media, and so forth. We provide a brief discussion on such proposals.
EventCube [19] is a composite framework that supports multidimensional search and analysis on text and structured data arising in large-scale organizations, by means of the definition of two state-of-the-art OLAP-based structures over non-conventional (i.e., relational) data sources, namely Text Cube [20] and Topic Cube [21] .
Text Cube [20] focuses the attention on text data that are associated to multidimensional information, and aims at proposing a data cube model that integrates the power of traditional OLAP and Information Retrieval (IR) techniques targeted to text (e.g., [43] ). This allows us to apply OLAP analysis over text data. In particular, authors propose two kinds of (OLAP) hierarchies: dimensional hierarchy, which is the classical OLAP kind, and term hierarchy, which is extracted from text directly, via classical term definition and processing. Effective and efficient implementations of Text Cube are provided as well.
Topic Cube [21] applies the well-known probabilistic topic model, which is exploited to support latent topic analysis and mining on textual information (e.g., [44] ), and proposes the definition of an innovative data cube model that combines OLAP with probabilistic topic modeling, thus enabling OLAP over multidimensional text databases. The proposed model extends the traditional data cube model as to deal with a given topic hierarchy, and it stores probabilistic content measures over text documents that have been learned via a proper probabilistic topic model. Cuboids are computed via a heuristic method that speeds-up the iterative EM algorithm [45] .
[22] engrafts faceted search within classical Business Intelligence (BI) environments over Clouds. Here the idea is that of using OLAP paradigms to improve the semantics and the expressiveness of search operations over decision maps.
[23] proposes a framework that makes use of well-known OLAP constructs, such as dimensions and levels, with the goal of supporting multidimensional analysis of Web logs, by also proposing some fortunate visual metaphors that loosely resemble OLAP-enabled interfaces supported by WebClustCube.
Semantic OLAP is another area of research that is related to our work, as semantics-based techniques can be exploited for improving the quality of the OLAP-enabled Web search tasks. In this scientific area, [24] is a first study that focuses the attention on so-called quotient cubes, which summarize the semantics of OLAP data cubes. The same approach has been then exploited to achieve an efficient exploration of OLAP data cubes [25] . [26] proposes a semantic cube model which allows us to apply object-oriented technology to (Semantic) Data Warehouses and enable users to design the generalization relationship between different data cubes. [7, 27] exploits compression techniques to support semantics-aware advanced OLAP visualization of multidimensional data cubes. [28] studies how to extract the semantics of OLAP data cubes via advanced knowledge discovery paradigms.
Finally, the area of OLAP over Social Media is also related to our research, yet in a minor extent. In this context, [36] focuses the attention on the issue of retrieving resources from social media on the Web via mapping social searches that explore multiple social entities over OLAP queries retrieving views of aggregated social data. The final goal is that of achieving the marriage between OLAP and the Social Web. [37] and [38] investigate the relevant problem of computing OLAP cubes over Twitter data, by introducing innovative models and algorithms. In particular, [37] proposes a composite methodology where a complete OLAP analysis platform over Tweets is developed. The platform founds on three main components, namely: the data warehousing layer suitable to store data produced by a social network of Twitter, the semantic layer devoted to semantically-enriching the underlying (aggregate) data set, and the analysis layer where OLAP over Twitter data aggregated and enriched in the previous layers is performed. [38] is instead targeted to the specific problem of computing OLAP cubes over Twitter data, particularly modeled in terms of so-called multidimensional Tweet streams, a novel data model for streaming Twitter data inspired by [35] , and an innovative technique based on Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis (FCCA) [11] is proposed to this end.
WEBCLUSTCUBE: PRINCIPLES, MODELS, IMPLEMENTATION
In this Section, we focus the attention on WebClustCube, the Web search system which represents the main application scenario of ClustCube. As highlighted in Section 1, WebClustCube consists of the integration of OLAP methodologies and clustering algorithms for supporting emerging Web search environments [2] , and it embeds ClustCube, which thus plays the role of enabling technology. In fact, it should be noted that OLAP methodologies are particularly suitable for representing and mining (clustered) complex objects implemented on top of relational data sources (see Section 2.1) in Web search environments, according to given aggregation schemes. These schemes have been firstly proposed in the context of relational database settings (e.g., [14] ) and oriented to progressively aggregate relational data from low-detail tuples towards coarser aggregates. This approach can be meaningfully adapted to progressively aggregate objects from (object) groups which are, in turn, aggregated on the basis of low-level (object) fields, as described in Section 2.2, towards (object) groups aggregated on the basis of coarser ranges of low-level fields, in a hierarchical fashion, being "aggregations" set of complex objects computed via clustering. Now we focus on the potentialities of WebClustCube over Web search environments in greater detail. Consider the case of a typical two-dimensional Web view interface over Web-enable keyword-based search results retrieved by means of Web search engines like the one described in [39] , called Visual Cube. Indeed, Visual Cube acts as an "augmented" Web search interface over the results of Web search engines. Results retrieved by Visual Cube can naturally be modeled in terms of complex objects extracted from the target sources (e.g., relational databases available on the Web) and delivered via popular Web browsers. Two-dimensional Web views of Visual Cube support several functionalities, such as manipulating complex objects, zooming complex objects, removing/adding a column of the twodimensional Web view, and so forth, which are made all available to the user (as we describe next, these operations are corresponding to typical OLAP tasks). Thus, the user not only can extract desired Web results in terms of collections of complex objects, but she/he can further process and refine retrieved results, in an interactive way. Both characteristics fully adhere to the well-known OLAP paradigm (e.g., [4] ), and have been recently gain new attention from the research community (e.g., [13] ). In particular, focus the attention on the interaction functionalities. Web users not only want to access results but also they want to interact with the retrieved results (e.g., focusing on particular complex object sub-groups). This feature is fully supported by ClustCube, because not only the base cuboid over the object domain is computed, but also all the other cuboids of the lattice (see Section 2.2). This way, Web users can browse the overall multidimensional domain of clustered complex objects, and interact with it. As highlighted in Section 2.3, the alternative solution of computing arbitrary cuboids on the fly would be practically impossible in real-life settings like the Web search environments we address in our research.
WebClustCube's Main Functionalities
The described Web search interaction paradigm supported by Visual Cube is likely to be associated with a typical OLAP-enabled Web interface, where ClustCube plays the role of supporting framework. This finally realizes the WebClustCube system. In such systems, the following functionalities are supported: (1) selection of the complex object types to be included in the OLAP analysis; (2) selection of the OLAP analysis to be performed, i.e. definition of the target OLAP view; (3) for each dimension defined at point (2), selection of the level of the hierarchy to be rendered in the view; (4) accessing and browsing the OLAP view, in order to retrieve clusters of complex objects; (5) "natural'" roll-up (i.e., removing a column) and drill-down (i.e., adding a column) [4] ; (6) pivoting.
Functionalities (1), (2) and (3) are necessary in order to define the OLAP view that is relevant for the current analysis (the cuboid lattice for this view is computed by ClustCube -see Section 2.2). Functionalities (4), (5) and (6) support typical OLAP operations on top of the Web OLAP view over clustered complex objects. Similarly, the same two-dimensional Web views can be parameterized in order to represent higher-dimensional OLAP views (e.g., [7, 27] ). Figure 4 shows a typical OLAP-enabled Web view within the WebClustCube architecture. Here, clustered objects representing digital cameras retrieved via the Web view are delivered via OLAP methodologies, with associated browsing and support for typical operations (i.e., roll-up, drill-down, and so forth). In particular, the OLAP-enabled Web view of Figure 4 represents clustered objects/digital-cameras, for which the clustering phase has been performed over the clustering attributes Resolution and DigitalZoom, which also naturally model OLAP dimensions of the view. Furthermore, Figure 5 shows the same view over which a roll-up operation over the dimension Resolution has been applied. Moreover, Figure 6 shows the same view over which a drill-down operation over the dimension Price has been applied. Figure 7 shows the logical architecture of WebClustCube. We borrowed this architectural experience from another similar research experience whose results have been presented in [51] . Here, a DW Administrator determines the most appropriate OLAP analysis of interest, which, in turn, determines the setting of ClustCube's parameters (see Section 2.3). To this end, ClustCube interfaces the Target Relational Database, where the dataset of interest is stored, and from which complex objects are extracted (see Section 2.1). Based on the keyword-search interaction of the End-User interfaced to Visual Cube, ClustCube computes from the target dataset a suitable OLAP-like Hierarchical Cuboid Lattice (see Section 2.2) which stores multidimensional clusters organized in a hierarchical fashion. This cuboid lattice is mapped onto an ad-hoc Snowflake Multidimensional Schema implemented on top of Mondrian ROLAP Server. The so-determined OLAP object repository is accessed and queried via the JPivot Application Interface, which finally provides the OLAP-enabled Web functionalities encoded in Visual Cube, as described. This visualization solution can be further improved if advanced OLAP visualization techniques, like [7, 27] , are integrated within its internal layers.
WebClustCube in Action
WebClustCube's Logical Architecture
As regards proper implementation aspects, it should be noted that the described OLAP-enabled Web system can be further improved to gain efficiency by deploying it over a composite platform including emerging NoSQL (e.g., [3] ) and Cloud Computing (e.g., [1] ) paradigms. 
Remarks
The amenities deriving from the integration of clustering techniques and OLAP methodologies achieved by WebClustCube should be noted. First, complex objects are characterized by multiple attributes that naturally combine with the multidimensionality of OLAP [12] , i.e. clustering attributes also play the role of OLAP dimensions of Web views. However, such views can also embed additional OLAP dimensions that are not considered in the clustering phase, so that given more powerful functionalities to users. Second, retrieved Web views can be manipulated via well-understood OLAP paradigms, such as multidimensionality and multi-resolution, and operators, such as roll-up, drill-down and pivoting [4] . This clearly represents a critical add-in value provided by WebClustCube for actual Web search models and methodologies. Moreover, most importantly, it opens the door to novel research challenges that we conceptually located under the term multidimensional OLAP-like Web search, which can be reasonably intended as the integration of multidimensional models and methodologies with Web search paradigms.
For instance, a very interesting scenario is represented by the case of applying the OLAP-like Web search paradigm meant by WebClustCube over uncertain data (e.g., [29, 30] ) meaning that we have to deal with uncertain database objects as well, with novel and exciting research challenges.
EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS
In order to assess the performance of WebClustCube, we performed an experimental analysis where we tested the performance of our proposed system in executing the most-costing operation, i.e. aggregation of complex objects. It should be noted that, according to guidelines given in Section 1, this operation introduces a higher complexity rather than Web search tasks that finally retrieve the desired complex objects. In fact, Web search tasks are performed on top of already-aggregate complex objects (see Section 4), based on a multidimensional and multi-resolution vision of them as materialized into the target ClustCube cube (see Section 2.2 and Section 2.3). As a consequence, when Web search tasks are running, the overall complexity of the current search is not affected by the cost of computing the underlying ClustCube cube. This gives us the motivation of estimating the complexity introduced by WebClustCube in terms of the complexity due to its most-costing operation, according to common theoretical complexity paradigms.
From [8] , it follows that the most suitable ClustCube cube building algorithm to be adopted as the core aggregation procedure of WebClustCube is ⟨FUL,DRI⟩ (see Section 2.3), due to the fact that, in a Web search environment, we aim at computing all the cuboids of the target lattice (as to richly support overwhelming Web search tasks), hence the full materialization of cuboids is exploited to this end. At the same, due to typical Web search requirements (e.g., [2] ), we aim at taming the total data-plus-algorithmic complexity introduced by data cube computation (e.g., [18] ), hence the drill-down building strategy is exploited as to avoid the re-computation of the whole cuboid hierarchy from the scratch.
Indeed, it has been already recognized that data-plus-algorithmic complexity is critical in data cube computation methodologies, and it greatly affects the whole performance of any data-intensive system that is based on OLAP cubes as data and knowledge representation and mining layer. As a consequence, taming this complexity is mandatory for the effectiveness and the efficiency of the whole dataintensive system and the applications based on it. In our experimental assessment, we considered a data layer represented by the distributed database of a corporate company (with several branches that are geographically-distributed), and we randomly extracted complex objects based on (corporate) business processes "encoded" in the target organization. In order to assess the performance of WebClustCube, we engineered two kinds of experiments. In the first one, we measured the whole time needed to compute the target underlying ClustCube cube with respect to the number of complex objects on top of which the ClustCube cube itself is computed. After that, we made use of the same experimental pattern but ranging the number of dimensions of the target ClustCube cube (in particular, the latter experimental scenario turns to be useful in order to assess the scalability of WebClustCube, due to the fact that, as widely known, the number of dimensions heavily impacts on the performance of data cube computation algorithms -e.g., [18] ). In the second kind of experiments, we measured the total occupancy in secondary memory required by the target underlying ClustCube cube as corresponding to the settings of the first set of experiments. This because storage space of aggregate data is considered another relevant parameter targeted to evaluate the efficiency of any arbitrary OLAP data cube aggregation technique (e.g., [46] ). We run these experiments for the same experimental patterns introduced in the first kind of experiments, i.e. by ranging the number of complex objects, and by ranging the number of dimensions. Figure 9 , instead, shows the results retrieved when fixing the number of complex objects OICODL to 350K. Results deriving from Figure 8 and Figure 9 , focused to the temporal complexity of the WebClustCube system, clearly confirm the benefits deriving from WebClustCube in supporting OLAP-enabled Web search of complex objects. Figure 10 shows the results retrieved by the second class of experiments, by using the same experimental setting of experiments shown in Figure 8 , while Figure 11 represents the case for the same experimental setting of experiments shown in Figure 9 . Even with respect to the spatial complexity analysis, Figure 10 and Figure 11 clearly show the reliability of the WebClustCube system.
Remarks
Our experiments have, indeed, revealed the effectiveness and efficiency of WebClustCube as, in typical OLAP aggregation frameworks (e.g., [47] ), taming the temporal and spatial complexity represents a critical challenge to be faced-off, as the size of aggregate data can become really explosive for a high number of dimensions (e.g., [48] ). This problem gets hard when Web-enabled interfaces are considered, as the typical interaction of Web users is of interactive nature, and this would require to aggregate data iteratively as to "follow" the user's dynamics. WebClustCube's experimental analysis demonstrates the suitability of the system to this particular scenario. It should be noted, in fact, that while interacting with the OLAPenabled Web view, users may repeatedly request to compute aggregations not only on the leaf-level the complex object repository but also on already-aggregate complex objects (see Section 2.2). Both these operations can be very resource-consuming, hence resulting in poor query response time. This is the reason way, in order to deal with with such computational issues, WebClustCube stores the target cuboid lattice in the CCL layer of the ClustCube storage (see Section 2.3). In fact, making available already-aggregate cuboids improves query performance. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
WebClustCube, a novel system that allows OLAP-enabled Web search of complex objects has been presented in this paper.
WebClustCube relies, in turn, on ClustCube an OLAP-based clustering framework over complex objects extracted from distributed databases. WebClustCube is innovative since, as demonstrated through the paper, it clearly enhance the potentialities of current Web search methodologies by embedding the well-understood multidimensional data analysis and mining paradigm, in particular OLAP analysis. We also propose the logical architecture of the system, which mainly relies on open source technologies, along with a case study that has confirmed the potentialities offered by WebClustCube.
Future work is mainly oriented towards the evolution of our proposed system as to make it capable of supporting innovative features such as more performance, thanks to emerging Cloud infrastructures, and more flexibility, thanks to incorporating, beyond clustering, other Data Mining techniques such as classification and frequent itemset mining. On the other hand, we are interesting in studying innovative aspects of our framework, such as: (i) fragmentation (e.g., [40] );(ij) uncertain data management (e.g., [41] );(iii) big data management (e.g., [42] ); (iv) adaptive predicates (e.g., [49, 50] ).
